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Abstract 
People create and publish stories on different platforms, but some of them are taken by the news sites. This paper 
examines the community news feeds and approaches for using the content provided by citizens on news sites. Because the 
citizens’ content can both adjust the flow of information and facilitate the collection of information, this paper explores 
different situations which are interesting for news sites.  
The paper concludes that users’ content improves the relationship between journalists, users and information. The 
paper underlines the ways in which community stories are used in the flow of information on media sites.  
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1. Introduction  
Drawing on a wide range of services and applications offered by the Web 2.0, users can contribute with 
different content, and can give comments and recommendations to news sites. Moreover, the news sites use their 
own platforms to collect multimedia content from the users. Traditionally, the news is collected, edited and 
transmitted to the users. These activities are carried out by professional journalists. At this time, users are also 
creating multimedia content, and the amount of this content on the Web is becoming higher and higher. Stories 
provided by the users are accepted by the news sites and also by the television news channels (Bruns, 2010). 
These stories are generically referred to as User Generated Content (UGC). In this paper, UGC is defined as free 
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content, in a different media format (such as videos, photos, texts or a combination of these), given by the users, 
on a specialized platform, for a large audience (OECD, 2007). 
The user participation on a news site is manifested as contribution or engagement. These two forms of 
interaction between users and news sites permits the users to get involved directly in the production process of 
information. User contribution is a form of participation through content creation for a media site. It is the user’s 
highest engagement. The user contribution is final material (video, photo, text or a combination of these) created 
by the user and not a reaction to journalistic (professional) material, such as the user engagement. Engagement is 
expressed by comments, votes and recommendations given by users. In this context, the news sites not only 
consume information from users but also transmit information to them. This situation occurs in four ways, most 
of the time. A way through which information comes to the news sites is by means of blogs, because numerous 
bloggers start to become reliable sources of information that is then used for the news sites. Another way is the 
UGC platforms, especially created for the collection of users’ content. The UGC platforms act like instruments 
for content production and most of the time they offer guides for the efficient creation by users. On the other 
hand, one may track the users’ interest in a certain issue. The users' comments and the discussion on forums and 
blogs could give clues, and these can be addressed later within the news sites. By a similar mechanism, the news 
flowing from the social platforms, such as Facebook and Twitter, allows for the identification of some topics of 
interest for readers. 
The four ways above describe the user participation in the making of the media site content. They show that 
citizens (users) can efficiently contribute with content or show a certain commitment in relation to the media site 
through comments, feedback and recommendations. But currently, it is important to identify the extent to which 
UGC and community stories contribute to media site content. Thus, users are readers and also creators of media 
content. The paper focuses on the types of UGC and their platforms, and the ways in which it is used by the news 
sites in Romania. The paper also shows which are the consequences of user contributions, and user engagement in 
a media site. Conclusions show that the acceptance of citizens’ stories was rapid, although the contributions to 
news sites were rather modest. The user contribution is favoured by the existence of platforms specialized for 
content posting.  
2. Theoretical framework and related work 
People create stories with a multimedia format and post them on various UGC platforms. This content is 
subject to the processes of evaluation and ranking by other users or professionals of UGC platforms. The topic 
related to content generated by the user is richer and richer in theories and practices due to the importance of the 
multimedia resources for online journalism.  
The basic reference for this paper is the theories that establish the relationship between the user participation 
and the media production. Thus, the ‘prosumer’ theory usually refers to professionals using users’ materials in 
order to make products, and then the ‘produsage’ theory assumes the effective involvement of the user in the 
production (Bruns, 2006; Rennie, 2007). The passage from the ‘prosumer’ phase to those of ‘produsage’ has been 
noted by Bruns (2009). The ‘produsage’ theory for news raises some specific aspects regarding content 
ownership, source trust and production model.  
On the other hand, this study refers the theories of user participation with certain content and existence of a 
UGC platform. The media production involving user participation is analyzed according to several models given 
by Flew et al. (2009) or OECD (2007). These are models of the user content integration on news sites, depending 
on the moment of use of such content (OECD, 2007). Thus, in the model of preproduction moderation, the 
content sent by the user is posted after having been reviewed by a professional or a person in charge for accuracy 
and quality of content. In the model of postproduction, the content sent by the user is accessed immediately by 
anyone without restraints, and moderation consists in the material’s review, which may bring modifications or 
even the deletion of the content immediately after its posting. The model of peer-based moderation supposes the 
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evaluation of the posted content by the community. In accordance with the UGC specificity, this type of 
production is the most adequate and it maximizes the potential of the creation platform. This model is associated 
to evaluation, recommendation and voting processes. It has been a frequent practice to ask readers to vote for a 
certain article. The implementation of these models for media production may be made after a hybrid format, so 
as to attract certain content and to increase audience. Models of UGC production focus on collaboration and they 
encourage the peer-based sharing and evaluation within the community. Gal-Or, Geylani and Yildirim (2010) 
show that the moderation of the production process of the UGC influences the company’s decision related to the 
creation of media sites (online newspapers). Authors consider as users’ content any activity carried out by them 
within the online edition.  
Recent studies give some directions related to user participation on news sites. A combination of financial 
rewards and a good situation within the community are strong motivations for users to publish certain multimedia 
content. Companies’ decisions to use UGC for a media product are also dependent on the platform for the 
creation and the collection of multimedia content and also on the quantity of the generated content (Thurman, 
2008). Thus, though this content may be found in large quantities, its quality is quite variable. Hence the 
preoccupation of the media companies is to find valuable user content (Agichtein, Castillo, Donato, Gionis, & 
Mishne, 2008). On the other hand, Kwak, Kim, and Zimmerman (2010) show what the importance of UGC in 
blogs, the value and consequences of its use would be. Their study relies on the valences of UGC message 
(negative or positive) within a blog, as compared to mainstream media (a sports newspaper). The conclusions of 
this survey show that from this viewpoint, the mainstream content is more favourable than the one on the blog. 
Users’ motivation to create certain content has been the object of many studies, but it is more important to see 
whether this content has a certain value in itself, whether it may participate in the creation of new products and 
how UGC may be integrated into the process of news-making. Paulussen and Ugille (2008) say that UGC 
adoption in the news editorial office is limited by several contextual factors, such as: organizational structures of 
the editorial office, the work routine and professional convictions.  
User participation is measured by direct contributions with materials, and by the user engagement towards the 
news site. The engagement is given by the numbers of comments, votes or recommendations from users, 
according to UGC platform. Blogging is the most active form of engagement. ‘Like’ or ‘share’ actions are other 
engagement forms by which the user participates. User participation determines the diversification of information 
and brings changes in the manner of media production.  
3. Methodological framework 
The paper shows the levels of user participation in the production process of news on a media site. Seven 
different media sites are considered: two television channel websites (antena3.ro, realitatea.net), one TV news 
show (stirileProTv.ro), three online publications (adevarul.ro, gandul.info and evz.ro) and one online news portal 
(hotnews.ro). These media sites were chosen from the ratings given by the Internet audience site, sati.ro, in the 
category ‘General news’. These sites are in the first positions in the sati.ro hierarchy, taking into consideration 
criteria such as number of views, visits, and unique visitors. The type of media sites was also important, with the 
intention to cover all categories. Another criterion was possibilities offered to the users to publish their content 
(stories). Period under review is from the adoption of UGC platforms to December 2012. All media sites under 
analysis use and register comments for the professional content, and give the opportunity to comment on 
Facebook and Twitter.  
The corpus of data for this study is collected from the media sites, and also from their associated UGC user 
platforms. Areas identified were the type of UGC platform used; type and number of materials posted by the 
users (text news, video, and photo) over time; and how UGC is used by the media site. Then, the rate of user 
contribution in each news site was determined as the ratio between the numbers of outlinks from the media sites 
to UGC platforms and the quantity of posted materials on UGC platforms. These outlinks are important to find 
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which UGC is used by the news sites. Data collected showed that most outlinks are from the media sites 
connected to blogs or Web media-sharing platforms. The longitudinal study, a research method of correlation, is 
used to seek different content posted by the citizens and published by the news sites, over time.  
The consequences of user contribution and user engagement in a news site are identified through a 
questionnaire completed by Romanian journalists. Through these methods we have determined the frequency and 
the importance of users’ stories for a news site, and have drawn conclusions about the phenomenon of UGC with 
specificity to Romanian cyberspace. 
4. Findings 
4.1 Type of UGC platform used 
All media sites offer various types of UGC platforms with the purpose of collecting information and news as 
texts, videos and images from the users (citizens). These platforms are specialized ones, such as videonews.ro 
(from antena3.ro); ‘Martor ocular’ (from realitatea.net); ‘Stirile tale’ page (stirileproTV.ro); or ‘Hotreporter’ 
section (from Hotnews.ro). These platforms usually train users how to prepare the material before posting it on 
the platform of the media site. Also, they are given simple explanations related to the manner in which users must 
edit materials, the topics or features of the texts, videos, audio sequences or images that must be loaded. To 
regulate the collaboration with the users, for the purpose of posting content, the UGC platforms usually use 
hybrid models, based on peer-evaluation by the community, and also on preproduction models where the 
journalists insert the users’ materials into the content of media site.  
All analysed media sites use users’ blogs, journalists’ blogs or TV broadcast blogs for continuous contact with 
the audience. For instance, antena3.ro has links to TV broadcast blogs (‘Q&A’, ‘Exces de putere’ or ‘Secvential’) 
or to its journalists’ blogs (mircea-badea.ro, radu-tudor.ro, ciutacu.ro). The media site realitatea.net uses two 
platforms of blogs, such as voxpublica or pandoras. Voxpublica consists of blogs of journalists, and specialists in 
media, politics, or business. Pandora is also a UGC platform supported by the realitatea.net.  It is a women’s 
platform of blogs and has in this moment 85 registered authors who post content. Here you can find an open 
community that discusses and provides opinions and comments on various topics. The online publication 
adevarul.ro has a special section for blogs, called ‘Adevarul’ blogs, where journalists, specialists in media, 
education, politics, or business contribute content that is grouped into categories, such as: politics, education, 
social. ‘Puterea Gândului’ (Power of Thinking) page belongs to online publication gandul.info, and it is a 
collection of editorials, articles or news that may be found in the posts of users’ blogs. 
Forums are another solution used by the media sites to collect news or materials from the users. This solution 
is adopted especially by the adevarul.ro, evz.ro and hotnews.ro sites. In adevarul.ro, UGC has been included via a 
forum, by myadevarul section. The evz.ro forum allows users to post comments, to upload photos and to have 
interaction with the other members of their community. 
4.2 Type and amount of materials posted by the users (text news, video, and photo) over time 
Following the evolution of the content posted by the users on the specialized platforms of media sites over 
time shows that the quantity of UGC declined for all media sites, starting from the end of 2010 and beginning of 
2011. Instead, blogs of journalists or specialists were more important for media sites in 2012. 
Through the possibilities offered, one may also notice that some media sites (antena3.ro, hotnews.ro, 
stirileProTV.ro or realitatea.net) mainly focus on the collection of content from users, while others (evz.ro, 
adevarul.ro) mainly focus on their feedback (engagement). 
We can note that the television sites collect and use more content as video sequences, offered by users. 
Following the daily registrations of links to UGC, we noticed that only those user materials bringing mainly 
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information and not of personal interest, regardless of their topic, are posted in the ‘News’ column of media sites. 
There is no correlation or determination between the quantity of content posted on videonews.ro platform and the 
one used every day on antena3.ro site. 
User contribution is mainly under the form of video and photo sequences. The text content is mostly used via 
blogs linked to the media sites. The UGC is tackled from the traditional side of the journalistic material, namely 
obtaining feedback from users and the attraction of audience.  
We noted that the quantity of users’ materials posted and then published on a media site is dependent on the 
topics in the media site. In general, users cannot give topics for a media site. The usage rate of the material posted 
by the user in a media site is on average of 3 to 4 elements daily. This situation is frequent, especially for the 
media sites with UGC platforms. Following the number of outlinks, we noticed that user contribution with 
materials is favoured by the existence of specialized platforms for content posting 
As can be seen, the specialized platforms that collect materials and stories from users have been replaced by 
the social media platforms, such as Facebook and Twitter. Thus, Facebook pages were considered as UGC 
platform for these 7 media sites. According to the site facebrands.ro, a site measuring the Facebook audiences, it 
can be noted that ProTV channel and stirileProTV have the largest number of fans. Regarding the number of 
posts written on the Facebook pages, realitatea.net page has the highest number of written posts. Users’ activities 
on Facebook pages of media sites show that the TV channel ProTV registers a significant number of user 
interactions (likes, comments and shares), compared to other media Facebook pages. For all cases analyzed, it 
can be seen that posts with links attached are the most numerous. Content coming from users is very small 
quantitatively, for all analyzed cases. However, the content taken from youtube.com is significant, especially on 
Facebook pages of television channels and shows. No stories are launched by the users on the Facebook pages of 
media sites. 
  4.3 How UGC is used by the media site (rate of user contribution) 
The user’s engagement on a media site has various levels of involvement through forums, comments, voting 
and recommendation actions on social networks. The number of outlinks to UGC from a media site represents the 
useful content for the news-making process. The number of inlinks and outlinks can also be interpreted as a way 
to ensure the increase of audience on the media site. Most outlinks to UGC connect the content of some blogs and 
their own UGC platforms. The usage rate of the user’s materials for a media site was obtained from the 
correlation of outlinks to UGC and the quantity of posted materials. The values of this variable are not so 
important. 
Here is an example of material posted by a user and subsequently used on realitatea.net site. The comment 
accompanying the user’s material from ‘Martor ocular’ page is:  ‘A reader of realitatea.net saw an electoral 
banner hanging on the façade of a block of flats from Târgovi te town. He said that the respective banner, 
ordered by PDL and hanging on the building on whose ground floor there is the headquarters of PSD 
Dâmbovi a, would be addressed to the local councillors.’ ([a] http://www.realitatea.net/bannerul-care-critica-
cinci-consilieri-locali-ai-psd-din-targoviste_804700.html). 
On the same section ‘Martor ocular’ from realitatea.net, the news from the users is in category 'matter of fact'. 
Information provided by the users is grouped in categories. Here is an example of news provided by a user 
(named Viorel), posted in ‘Martor ocular’ section, the next text, that is introduced in the news feed with the 
comment: ‘A reader sent us images of a fox which forget its instincts for food, on ‘Martor ocular’. The user’s text 
said that: ‘Hello, en route to Lake St. Ana we stopped to admire the scenery, when a fox appeared, male, with dog 
behavior. As you will see in the film, after I gave him food, he came back for more ... wants to steal from the 
backpack :-). Because I am hunter and I know how unusual it is for a fox to behave like this, I will send the film 
maybe to amuse others. Best regards.’ writes a reader.’ ([b] http://www.realitatea.net/dupa-ursul-gunoier-a-
aparut-si-vulpea-maidaneza_1092585.html). 
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On the same ‘Martor ocular’ platform, another user (Baciu) sent news as follows: ‘Romania of Romanians: If 
someone can help me translate this traffic report, written by the Prahova police, because I want to complain but 
writing is not readable. Thank you’. The news is introduced by a journalist with the next comment: ‘Nobody asks 
police to be masters in the art of calligraphy, but the report written by them should be readable. Unfortunately, 
this is not always the case, as can be seen in a report received, on martorocular@realitatea.net address, 
probably written by a policeman who wanted to become a doctor, actually’. ([c] http://www.realitatea.net/proces-
verbal-uluitor-redactat-de-un-poli-ist-cu-scris-de-medic_1101882.html ) 
Another situation of users’ contribution may be found on stirileproTv.ro site. Here is a comment for a video 
sequence posted by a user:  ‘The fight took place in the high school corridor and it started over a packet of 
biscuits, declared the user of www.stirileprotv.ro who sent the images.’ ([d] http://stirileprotv.ro/exclusiv/stirile-
tale/bataie-intre-fete-la-liceul-pedagogic-din-turnu-severin-video.html). This situation is a new one as compared 
to the other media products, because the professional journalists make up news on the basis of users’ materials. 
To identify the importance and the consequences of user contribution in a media site, this study also uses the 
data collected from an online questionnaire completed by Romanian journalists. Their answers show that 
journalists do not really appreciate the users' content offered by the blogs. The ratio between the neutral answers 
and positive answers is almost equal. In fact, journalists are devoted to traditional rules of journalism, and this 
content does not fit these criteria. From this point of view, user engagement is more valuable for them than user 
contribution. This data confirms the evolution of users’ contribution on different platforms shown above. The 
journalists show that the media sites can adopt the UGC, depending on the topics offered by users (the answer 
chosen is: ‘It supplies more content related to the readers’ daily life.’). The other answers are considered more as 
decisional and managerial directions regarding media sites and user-generated content.  
5. Conclusions 
The conclusions related to the relationship between the UGC and the professional content sustains increasing 
the audience for the news site. User participation is evaluated according to the type of user action (contribution or 
engagement), the type of the online media product (newspaper, television, portal), and the type of UGC posted 
(blogs, comments, forums, specialized platforms, social media platforms).  
One may also note that some media sites, especially television channels and news portals, mainly focus on the 
collection of content from users, while others, especially online publications, mainly focus on their feedback 
(engagement).  
The user’s contribution is positive for the media sites linked to specialized platforms for UGC creation and it 
is negative in the cases when the media site only use comments on articles, forums, and links to Facebook or 
Twitter accounts or journalists’ blogs. The published materials from users of a media site are dependent on the 
topics covered, and the usage rate of the material posted by the user is on average 3 to 4 elements daily, 
especially for the media sites with UGC platforms. 
The analysis showed that user participation in media sites is not so important for journalists. Journalists accept 
the UGC but, in general, they do not agree to combine the professional content with the amateurs’ content. This 
analysis shows that journalists value more the idea of the UGC than the content itself. From the analysis of the 
sites presented so far, user contribution with materials is favoured by the existence of specialized platforms for 
content posting. This conclusion is similar to that drawn by Thurman (2008). 
Thus, the study concludes that the news sites are selective in relation to this content, in terms of the volume of 
materials posted by users and their subsequent use. On the other hand, in the last year, one may notice in all cases 
a certain decrease of user interest in posting content on the UGC platforms. The study proved through its data 
that the UGC in making news is limited first of all by the professional convictions and the work routine. This 
conclusion is also presented by Paulussen and Ugille (2008). The ‘produsage’ theory of effective involvement of 
the user in the news production has most of its conditions achieved in the daily practice of the Romanian news 
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sites. The current practices used by the media sites in terms of the UGC implement aspects both of ‘prosumer’ 
and ‘produsage’ type. The Romanian media sites recorded a relatively smaller number of contributions from 
users. The UGC is tackled from the traditional side of the journalistic material, namely obtaining feedback from 
users and the attraction of audience. Moreover, this study suggests that UGC provide greater interaction between 
journalists, users and information. The paper underlines that community stories provoke changes, generate a new 
flow of information, and provide more data for public. 
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